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This article examines the negotiation of sexual and religious identities among gay and lesbian students
on a Catholic university campus. We explore context-specific identity negotiation to determine how and
why, even in a time of increasing societal acceptance of sexual minorities, boundaries between faith and
sexual identity persist. Through participant observation and interviews conducted with gay and lesbian
students, we identify and discuss four identity categories based on whether students embrace or reject re-
ligious identities and sexual minority identities: (1) integrated (embrace both identities), (2) liberated
(embrace sexual identity, reject religious identity), (3) embattled (embrace religious identity, reject
sexual identity), and (4) disillusioned (uncertainty about both identities). We demonstrate that sup-
port from peers and (re)interpretations of official Church doctrine are key factors in the development
and negotiation of sexual and religious identities. We conclude by discussing the implications of our re-
search, including specific implications for religious higher education.
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Early adulthood is key for identity formation, and higher education is where
many students “find themselves” (Smith and Snell 2009; Snell Herzog and
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Wedow 2012; Brenner et al. 2014), achieving or affirming master statuses such as
religious (or secular) identities and sexual identities. But achieving these identities

is harder for some than others, with students’ backgrounds and social characteris-
tics shaping their experiences in higher education. For example, many sexual
minority students begin to understand their sexual identities for the first time
(Rhoads 1994), face anti-gay sentiment (Cotten-Huston and Waite 2000;

Woodford et al. 2012; Hong et al. 2016), and experience religious identities as
complicating factors in the process of sexual identity formation (Freitas 2015).
Although studies have examined the incorporation of sexual minorities into con-

gregational settings (Moon 2004), few have examined sexual identity negotiation
processes in religiously-affiliated university settings (but see Freitas (2015)).
Although negotiating religious and sexual identities can be challenging across

groups and contexts due to identity conflict (Stryker and Burke 2000), religiously-
affiliated universities—which are free to discriminate in ways which other institu-
tions cannot due to religious freedom laws—can intensify and complicate identity
development for sexual minorities.

This study explores how gay and lesbian college students simultaneously grap-
ple with and develop their sexual and religious identities in a highly religious insti-
tution. These identities, often seen as competing, tend to be prominent and

salient in a person’s sense of self, and successfully negotiating such identities is key
to achieving self-verification and a sense of self-worth (Stryker and Burke 2000).
Our study sheds further light on sociologically central processes of formation of the

self, identity negotiation, inequality, in-group out-group processes, and wellbeing
in the context of religious constraint. We ask: (1) How do students negotiate sex-
ual identity in a highly religious university context? (2) How do these students uti-

lize Church doctrine to better understand this negotiation process?
We answer these questions with data drawn from participant observation, ar-

chival research, interviews with administrators, and 30 in-depth interviews with
gay and lesbian students at St. Agatha University. St. Agatha is our pseudonym for

a U.S. university affiliated with the Roman Catholic tradition that continues to
emphasize its Catholic character as an essential part of its mission. St. Agatha
expresses and preserves this character through the religious composition of its stu-

dent body, its mission, its hiring practices, its policies, and its ceremonies. We ob-
serve substantial variation in how sexual minorities negotiate their religious and
sexual identities and how they (re-)interpret Church doctrine in their lived experi-

ence. Reinterpretation among those who integrate gay and Catholic identities
could be understood as informal “lived” theology being done in conjunction with,
but also in distinction from more formal debates among professional theologians.
Similar to the integration of seemingly incompatible sexual and religious orienta-

tions observed by Loseke and Cavendish (2001) or scientific and religious orienta-
tions by O’Brien and Noy (2015), we show that many sexual minority Catholics
have successfully integrated their sexual and religious identities and have achieved

self-verification. Despite our focus on a Catholic university, we conclude that our
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findings are relevant to more general processes of conservative sexual dogma in
identity negotiation and verification.

CONTEXTUAL FRAMEWORK

A Shifting U.S. Landscape

Views on same-sex relationships are among the most contentious and polar-

ized of so-called “culture wars” issues in the U.S. (Hunter and Wolfe 2006).
Despite persistent polarization over same-sex relationships, Americans are now
more likely to say that gay men and lesbians deserve at least formal equal rights

such as same-sex marriage and military service (Brewer 2014; Pew 2015; Schnabel
2016). Yet, many religious groups continue to draw cultural boundaries in opposi-
tion to same-sex relationships (Schnabel 2016), and Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual,
Transgender, and Queer (LGBTQ) rights are frequently seen as existing in conten-

tion with the religious freedoms of individuals and even institutions. Despite
continuing tension between traditional religion and same-sex relationships, a
sexual-minority-affirming “gay theology” has developed, and some religious institu-

tions welcome gay and lesbian Christians into their congregations (Rodriguez and
Ouellette 2000; Chaves and Anderson 2014). As such, space has opened for
LGBTQ persons to more easily negotiate both religious and sexual identities (Fuist

2016; Toft 2014). The publication of books such as VanderWal-Gritter’s (2014)
Generous Spaciousness illustrates a shift amongst even some evangelicals to extend
not just tolerance but affirmation to those in same-sex relationships.

Although attitudes toward same-sex relationships are changing across religious

groups, some groups still lag behind (Schnabel 2016). People who identify as
Catholic shift their general acceptance of LGBTQ persons at a similar rate to other
Americans, but remain much less supportive of same-sex relationships than the re-

ligiously unaffiliated.1 Moreover, acts of violence against members of the LGBTQ
community in the United States have become conflated with religious extremism
and intolerance. For instance, the recent shooting at an Orlando, Florida gay night

club that resulted in 49 deaths has called to question the extent to which religious
doctrine influences violence and hate crimes against LGBTQ individuals (Stein
2016). In response to a history of religiously-motivated violence against LGBTQ

persons, Pope Francis recently called on the Catholic Church to not only apolo-
gize to the gay community, but even ask its forgiveness (Gallagher and Burke
2016).

Although negotiating and integrating sexual and religious identities is becom-

ing easier as new cultural tools become available in society at large, certain highly
religious contexts with dogmatic official policies complicate and sometimes even

1Recent Pew studies (Pew 2016) show that from 2001 to 2016, religiously unaffiliated
Americans moved from 61% to 80% support for gay marriage and Catholics specifically from
40% to 58%.
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actively oppose the integration of religious and gay identities. These policies at
times foster “Godly” heterosexual masculinities and femininities (Gerber 2015).

Our study explores a context where religious and gay identities remain in tension
by examining the lived experiences of religious, gay college students, and how they
understand their identity negotiation in a Catholic institution.

Religious and Sexual Identity among U.S. College Students

Identity formation has a long history of being understood as a socialization pro-
cess, with identity being shaped by an ongoing interaction between self and society

(Mead 1934; Goffman 1959; Garfinkel 1967). That this socialization is a continu-
ous process of internalization, interpretation, and reinterpretation of social life
means that identity negotiation is a normal part of creating a more stable self

(Becker 1963). Identities are often organized around central identity components.
Becker (1963) explains the “master status” as the primary identifying aspect of an
individual. Such identities are not developed in a vacuum but rather develop in re-

lation to reference groups. In fact, members of some groups, especially marginalized
groups, tend to organize their conceptions of self around that very identity element
that stigmatizes them (Goffman 1963). For example, due to their marginalized sta-
tus in society, sexual minorities frequently organize their sense of self around their

sexual identity (Hart and Richardson 1981). Meanwhile, for many religious peo-
ple, especially those who replace secular education with religious education, their
sense of self and other identities is shaped around the principles of their religious

beliefs (Peshkin 1986).
The master statuses of sexual and religious identities have historically been

seen as incongruent and embattled (Love 1998). Persons who identify as both

LGBTQ and as members of religious groups must therefore engage in complicated
processes of identity negotiation. While identity negotiation is a constant ongoing
process for everyone, it is more complex when there is a pull between two compet-
ing master statuses or reference groups. Therefore, successful integration of the two

apparently contradictory identities becomes more challenging and less common.
Subsequently, sexual minorities tend to be less religious than heterosexuals
(Sherkat 2002; Sherkat 2017), likely due to religion-based exclusion and a sense,

at least in some contexts, that religious and sexual minority identities are incom-
patible (Izienicki 2017).

Although individuals of all ages must continue to negotiate and renegotiate

their identities, religious and sexual identity negotiation occurs perhaps most in-
tensively among young persons and college students in particular. College is a cru-
cial time in the lives of young people in which key processes of identity formation

take place (Kaufman 2014), with students often away from parents for the first
time and thus exploring the potentials and qualities that make up their sense of
self (Stevens 2004; Jones and Abes 2013; Perez et al. 2014). As Kaufman (2014)
posits, students not only undergo important individual identity formation while at

college, but they do so by finding confirmation of their identities and beliefs among
social groups. When gay college students must negotiate their sexuality in the
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context of a highly religious university setting, the process can be uniquely compli-
cated. For example, Freitas (2015) noted that the students she interviewed as part

of her study on gay and lesbian college students in 2000 could not invoke their re-
ligious identities in conversation without simultaneously invoking their sexual-
ities. According to Freitas (2015), “Like virtually every other evangelical student I
interviewed, these students’ sex lives and religious identities are inextricably

intertwined—but in a way that is more fraught and even more frightening to them
than for their heterosexual peers” (p. 190).

University atmospheres with anti-gay norms can produce fear of one’s own

sexual identity and create a number of challenges for LGBTQ students, including
making it harder to accept and develop their identities (Bowen and Bourgeois
2001; Cotten-Huston and Waite 2000; Hinrichs and Rosenberg 2002). Although

religious university settings can be particularly challenging for sexual minorities,
these minorities frequently face discrimination and heteronormativity in secular
university settings as well. Though many colleges, including some Christian ones,
have established support programs for gay and lesbian students (Flax 1990; Coley

2016), LGBTQ persons frequently remain a stigmatized minority by the majority
heterosexual student population (Nadal 2013; Weeks 1989). Therefore, not only
are LGBTQ students at Catholic-affiliated universities subject to the same homo-

phobic and heterosexist marginalization that all sexual minorities experience in
higher education, but the degree to which gay and lesbian students are marginal-
ized and made to feel inferior to their straight peers can be heightened when

homosexuality is condemned by official Church doctrine.
Identity theory provides a framework for thinking about how students will ne-

gotiate sexual and religious identities and how different pathways in this process

will produce different outcomes. Identity theory highlights the importance of self-
verification in identity processes and how conflicting identities create stress
(Stryker and Burke 2000). When competing identities reflect different commit-
ments and have differing levels of salience, the more salient identity will over-

shadow the less important identity. However, if two competing or conflicting
identities have roughly equivalent salience and prominence, people will experi-
ence considerable stress and face challenges with developing positive self-

meanings and acceptance. Therefore, people who are gay and deeply religious can
face high levels of stress, tension in their sense of self, and lower perceived self-
esteem and efficacy. These people will need to either find a way to understand the

identities as not conflicting and integrate them or decrease the salience, or perhaps
even drop one or both of the identities in order to accept themselves and have per-
ceived self-worth. Thus, in order to successfully change how they think about sex-
ual and religious identities and see them as compatible rather than competing,

young Catholic sexual minorities must reinterpret official Church doctrine and
find like others who similarly reinterpret official doctrine. If they do not, one or
both identities must become less important in order to achieve a sense of self-

verification, and the conflict could produce more stress and a decreased sense of
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self-worth. Therefore, official teachings provide the backdrop against which iden-
tity negotiation (and possibly integration) takes place.

Homosexuality and the Catholic Church

Sexuality in general has long been contested in the Catholic Church, with
heated debates erupting in the twentieth century about whether all sexual acts

must be procreative (Smith 1991), leading to the official ban on artificial contra-
ception enunciated in Pope Paul V’s encyclical, Humanae Vitae (1968).
Furthermore, works by Andrew Greeley and others discuss the Church’s code of

sexual ethics in relation to the sexual abuse in the Church and its implications for
priests and sexuality (2004). In recent decades the Catholic Church’s teachings on
homosexuality in particular, founded in large part in natural law beliefs about sex

as procreative, have been contested by Catholic theologians, scholars, leaders, and
laity (Cornett 1992; Jones 1996). While often disagreeing with Church teachings,
a broad range of LGBTQ individuals nevertheless continue to identify with

Catholicism, find meaning in religious identity and practices, and turn to religion
to solve problems (Van Soest 1996). We summarize the Catholic Church’s teach-
ings on homosexuality in what follows because reinterpretation of Church teach-
ing is central to how sexual minority Catholics make sense of the religious/sexual

identity nexus they negotiate as college students.
Roman Catholicism has a precise and clearly articulated, though increasingly

contested, theology of sexual ethics based on beliefs about the meaning and purpose

of human sexuality. These beliefs are in turn based on sacred texts and the Church’s
natural law tradition (Hillard 1982). The Catholic Church teaches that sexual rela-
tions are good and moral only within a heterosexual, monogamous union that is at

least potentially biologically procreative, based on a mutual love and fidelity, and
sanctioned in a covenanted marriage commitment. As Dillon (1999) notes, homo-
sexual acts are considered sinful because they deviate from divinely ordained natu-
ral laws and thus do not lead to the transmission of natural life.

The social teaching of the Catholic Church on homosexuality is explicitly
stated in the Catechism of the Catholic Church (Catholic Church 2357 and
2358). On one hand, the Catechism makes the point that “homosexual people

must be treated with respect, compassion, and sensitivity.” On the other, the same
document uses language such as “objectively disordered” or “grave depravity” to
describe homosexual inclinations and homosexual acts. Although some Catholic

theologians have gone to great lengths to argue that this language has technical,
dispassionate, and objective meaning in moral theology, some religious leaders and
many ordinary Catholics in the U.S. have interpreted these words as strong,

emotionally-laden, and even condemnatory.
Subsequently, the language was notably softened in the more recent official

documents of the U.S. Conference of Catholic Bishops (United States
Conference of Catholic Bishops 1998). While still arguing that homosexual acts

are sinful, the bishops emphasized pastoral care for gay and lesbian Catholics that
includes respect for their dignity as human beings created by God. For instance,
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the 1997 (revised 1998) pastoral statement “Always Our Children” from the U.S.
Catholic Bishops attempts to help promote the dignity of sexual minorities and

provides a place for celibate LGBTQ persons within the Church. Pope Francis has
further emphasized the importance of human dignity, care for persons, and discre-
tion in pastoral practice with people who find themselves alienated from the
Catholic Church because of Church rules surrounding its teachings on sexuality.

In fact, when asked about homosexuality by a reporter early in his papacy, Pope
Francis famously replied, “Who am I to judge?”

Thus, while Church teachings make room for the respect and inclusion of gay

and lesbian individuals in the Church, the teachings still draw boundaries against
homosexual practice. As these boundaries persist in official doctrine, Catholic
congregants tend to view homosexuality as directly embattled with Catholic

teachings (Love 1998). Nearly all of the respondents in our study were raised
Catholic, and so this sense of conflict and contradiction sets the background of
identity formation and negotiation before coming to St. Agatha. Certainly
Catholic dogma is not the only antagonist for these students’ identity negotiation,

and scholars could just as well focus on things like students’ family religious sociali-
zation, institutional silencing of official LGBTQ groups, or other constraints to
identity integration faced by many young gay Catholics. As we will document,

however, official doctrine arose as a key factor in how students at St. Agatha
negotiate their identities, achieve self-verification, and develop a greater sense of
self-worth, with those who successfully integrated sexual minority and Catholic

identities reinterpreting or simply moving away from doctrine and toward a lived
religion based on Catholic social identity rather than theological identity.

DATA AND RESEARCH SITE

Data and Methods

This article draws on data from participant observation, archival research, in-
terviews with administrators, and 30 in-depth interviews with gay and lesbian
students at St. Agatha University (a pseudonym), a Roman Catholic university.

St. Agatha is a selective university with a student body of over 10,000 drawn from
across the United States. It is socioeconomically and ethnically diverse and has
high academic standards. Importantly, the university puts weight on religious affili-

ation in the admissions process. Although St. Agatha welcomes students from
other religious traditions, over 80 percent of the student body claims a Catholic
affiliation.

Data were collected from August 2010 through May 2011. Our sampling strat-
egy was purposive and relied in part on recruitment from meetings of “unofficial”
LGBTQ organizations. Those included in the study were selected based on a broad
range of characteristics in an attempt to make our sample as representative of the

gay student population at St. Agatha as possible. Even distributions across gender,
age, and year in school were part of the recruiting strategy to ensure equal numbers
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of respondents in each of these categories. These criteria were used to compile a
“representative” interviewee list from all initial responses received. To include

multiple perspectives and experiences, our purposive sampling strategy used strati-
fied quota sampling based on both background characteristics and how long people
had participated with LGBTQ outreach activities.2

The interviewer was a gay student known to some of the gay and lesbian stu-

dents at St. Agatha, and they therefore had better access and rapport than re-
searchers outside the interview population. The interviews were semi-structured,
lasted an average of 43minutes, and were recorded and later transcribed. The in-

terview guide contained 30 open-ended, free-response questions from three major
categories: background information, experiences on campus, and religious experi-
ences. Brief notes were also taken during the interview process to gauge attitudes

and reactions to questions. Finally, background research was conducted in St.
Agatha’s archives, and interviews were conducted with university administrators
to further inform the researchers about the historical and current state of affairs re-
lating to LGBTQ students on campus. Respondent names appearing in this text

are pseudonyms. We provide sample descriptive characteristics in Table 1.

Research Site and Religious Upbringing

Catholics are not always aware of official Church teachings, and variation
therefore exists even from one Catholic university to another. Freitas (2015) noted
that in her interviews with Catholic college students many did not seem to care

about official Church teachings about sex: “The average Catholic student I inter-
viewed was either clueless about Catholicism’s teachings about sex or didn’t care”
(p. 199). In her interviews, not a single student with a Catholic background men-

tioned a Vatican or Catholic teaching document. Compared to the interviews de-
scribed by Frietas, our interviewees’ knowledge of Catholic teachings stood out.
Our respondents at St. Agatha appeared to be well informed about Church doc-

trine as compared to other Catholic youth of similar ages. For instance, of the 26
student interviewees who identified as previously or currently Catholic, 25 cor-
rectly articulated the Church’s teachings regarding homosexuality. Many even
mentioned the Catechism and its descriptions of homosexuality explicitly. For ex-

ample, in describing Church teachings, Amanda said, “Yeah, I’m totally aware of
what the Church says. Basically, it says we should be treated with respect and that
we can be active in the Church. But we just can’t have sex.” Mark explained his

past experience with Church doctrine, “I think it was important for my parents
that we knew what the Church was teaching, so they checked in a lot about this.”
Many respondents noted that their parents both emphasized the importance of

2After a first round of interviews was conducted (N¼ 16), the study relied on snowball
sampling in order to obtain a higher number of respondents (total N¼ 30). Respondents in
the first round of interviews were asked to provide email contact information for students they
believed would be “good candidates” for the study. In-person interviews were conducted with
almost all students invited to the study, with a response rate of 91 percent.
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TABLE 1. Descriptive Counts of Sample Characteristics. Total N¼ 30 (15 Female; 15

Male)

Female Male Total

Race/Ethnicity (Self Report)

White 12 13 25

Black 1 0 1

Hispanic 1 1 2

Asian 1 1 2

Total 15 15 30

Religious Affiliation Before College

Catholic 13 13 26

Protestant 2 1 3

Not Religious/Agnostic 0 1 1

Total 15 15 30

Religious Affiliation After College

Catholic 7 8 15

Protestant 1 0 1

Not Religious/Agnostic 5 7 12

Unsure 2 0 2

Total 15 15 30

Openly Out on Campus

Yes 10 5 15

No 5 8 13

No Report 0 2 2

Total 15 15 30

In a Same-Sex Relationship

Yes 4 1 5

No 10 12 22

No Report 1 2 3

Total 15 15 30

Feels Unsafe on Campus

Yes 3 6 9

No 12 8 20

No Report 0 1 1

Total 15 15 30

Concerned about LGBTQ Resources

Yes 8 7 15

No 7 7 14

No Report 0 1 1

Total 15 15 30

Feels Included in Larger Student Body

Yes 10 6 16

No 5 9 14

Total 15 15 30

Continued
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Catholic identity and informed them of Church teachings, connecting identity

and knowledge of doctrine. Andrew explained, “We sort of always knew as kids
that this [Catholic faith] was the most important thing to our parents. They just re-
ally emphasized it all of the time.”

In comparison to previous research, our sample appeared to be particularly in-

formed about official Church doctrine, which served as the backdrop against
which they negotiated their identities. Though students certainly enter college
with a range of different cultural tools (Baggett 2008), our interviewees tended to

articulate a relative homogeneity in their religious upbringings, and many inter-
viewees seemed similarly equipped for identity negotiation. We also note that stu-
dents at St. Agatha are asked to take theology seminars in which they engage the

Catechism with professors who are themselves theologians. Given both this family
background and the theological scholarship surrounding students at St. Agatha,
we believe our interviewees represent a unusually well informed group when it

comes to knowledge of Church doctrine.
Furthermore, many of the students interviewed at St. Agatha cared deeply

about the Church’s teachings. Indeed, teachings about Catholicism, and especially
Catholic social teaching, are emphasized concretely as integral to St. Agatha’s mis-

sion, and religious iconography permeates the campus. This heightened religious
environment and the student groups within them thus constitute close to an “ideal
typical” Weberian case study that allows us to see the negotiation of religious and

sexual identities in sharp relief. Thus, by contrast with studies showing that gay
college students are likely to abandon religion during college (Schope 2002), St.
Agatha provides a more varied and fine-grained articulation of the negotiation

process among students because they are surrounded by reminders of religion.

RELIGIOUS AND SEXUAL IDENTITY NEGOTIATION

Negotiation of Identities in an Ideal Typical Sample

As a nearly ideal typical case, our St. Agatha sample is well-suited for assessing
identity formation on a Catholic campus. Nearly all the respondents (about 85%)

TABLE 1. Continued

Female Male Total

Identity Negotiation Category

Integrated 5 5 10

Liberated 4 5 9

Embattled 1 4 5

Disillusioned 5 1 6

Total 15 15 30
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both came from Catholic backgrounds and began at St. Agatha’s identifying as

Catholic. Not only were most raised in Catholic families, but their parents were
typically committed to the Catholic faith. Nearly all (26 of 30) respondents re-
ported regular mass or Church service attendance with their families prior to col-

lege and most students articulated a strong Catholic identity before college. In
fact, only one respondent reported coming from a non-religious family, and except
for one group of students (discussed below), the relative religiosity of our respon-

dents’ families was about equal. Finally, most of our respondents expressed struggles
with families about their sexual orientation, regardless of whether they had come
out or otherwise tried to discuss sexual identity with their families. Although our

respondents reported similar experiences regarding religious and sexual identities
up until college, we observed notable variation in how respondents managed these
identities as college students. Furthermore, only nine students in this sample were
out to family or friends before coming to college, although many indicated grap-

pling with their sexual identities to some degree before arriving at St. Agatha. In
the current U.S. context, where more individuals are coming out at younger ages
(Floyd and Bakeman 2006), it is likely that our sample is somewhat distinctive in

being less likely to come out before college.
Below, we explore variation in identity negotiation processes between sexual

orientations and religious beliefs. While some respondents were able to integrate

both identities, this negotiation process often ended in identity rejection or with
identities held in tension. As we analyzed interviews, four identity types surfaced
within the larger culture of gay and lesbian students: (1) the integrated identity,
(2) the liberated identity, (3) the embattled identity, and (4) the disillusioned

identity. We diagram these negotiation responses in Figure 1. These identity nego-
tiation “types” vary according to how each subgroup embraces or rejects sexual mi-
nority and religious identities. We arrived at these four labels in a grounded

FIGURE 1. Model of Identity Negotiation Types with Percentages and N Sizes of Total Participants
Observed for Each Type (Total N¼ 30).
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process only after categorizing our respondents based on types of identity negotia-
tion. We sought to use labels that reflected value commitments implicit in the

identity negotiation and meaning making set forth by the respondents, rather than
imposing personal value commitments on our respondents. During this process, we
sought the advice of several peers in an attempt to read out of, rather than into,
the experiences of our respondents. In the sections that follow we explore this vari-

ation with special attention to how respondents use Church doctrine to make
sense of their religious and sexual identities.

The Integrated Identity

The first identity negotiation type, the integrated identity, was observed in 10
of 30 respondents. For these students, sexual minority and religious identities did

not conflict. They had found a way to integrate both identities and were thus gen-
erally optimistic about both. They tended to be highly involved in outreach events
on campus. Illustratively, 9 of 10 were actively involved in unofficial LGBTQ out-

reach clubs or activities and 7 of 10 felt they were helping to improve the environ-
ment for gay and lesbian students on campus. The ability of these students to
achieve integrated religious and sexual identities was in large part a function of

their decision to (re)interpret Church doctrine in a way that was not only accept-
ing but also affirming of their identity as sexual minorities. When asked about his
identity negotiation, Mark said “I’ve never felt a reason, I guess, why being gay
would mean I couldn’t still be religious.” Mark expanded, “I would definitely say I

have a lot of support from people on this campus.” While very few interviewees in
our overall sample were involved in romantic relationships, each of the five re-
spondents who reported being in relationships were in the integrated identity

category.
Integrated students, seven of whom were women, tended to be outgoing and

forthright. As Kelsey said, “I don’t mind sharing anything with you about my expe-

riences; I’m happy to do it. I could talk for hours about this stuff.” These respon-
dents appeared self-accepting and confident in themselves, presenting what
seemed like an extroverted3 personality and ease of making friends not in the sense

of an innate disposition, but instead a comfortableness with one’s self. This appar-
ent comfort and sense of self-worth lent itself to involvement in outreach events
on campus and in other activities. Trisha illustrated this pattern, saying “All of my
friends that are gay are all pretty outgoing, so we sort of build off of one another.”

Integrated students, relative to the other respondents described below, were far
more likely to feel that they had a support system on campus or a group of people
to whom they could turn if they were going through a difficult time. In fact, being

able to form bonds with other gay and lesbian students without fear facilitated and

3We wish to be clear that by “extroverted” here and throughout this paper, we do not
wish to imply that this extroversion was an innate quality of the respondent. Rather, we are in-
stead noting this outgoing disposition, but we believe that the ability to engage in this extro-
verted behavior stems from the broader social situatedness of these integrated students.
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reinforced identity integration. Mark put it bluntly when he said, “I wasn’t afraid
to introduce myself to other people and let them know about me. So, it was like

pretty easy for me to meet other gay kids, if that’s what you’re asking.”
Fellowship and community building with like others provided a forum through

which integrated students could discuss the intersection of religion and homosexu-
ality. A sense of community seemed important in learning to move away from see-

ing the identities as conflicting and to instead find a place for both. Kelsey
explained the importance of open conversation, “I mean, if you’re asking about
how I figured something like that out [integrating both identities], then I would

mostly say that I couldn’t have done it without support and talking to my friends
who were going through the same thing as me.”

While interviews indicated that finding connectedness through community

was an important part of the identity negotiation process for integrated students,
our data revealed that the timing of finding this connectedness was critical.
Research shows that finding friends early in college makes the transition away
from home easier and increases the likelihood of persisting in college (Cabrera

et al. 1992; Paul and Brier 2001; Chambliss and Takacs 2014). The ability to
make like friends early in the college process was only observed among integrated
students in our sample. Chrissy explained, “I think if I had been a little more shy

about who I was, then maybe it would have been harder for me to find places on
campus or things to do where I feel like I fit in.”

For these students, the ability to be open about who they were at the start of

the identity negotiation process was linked to bonding with like others. Students
felt more comfortable with both parts of themselves if they knew someone else
who also maintained both identities. Bradley, an integrated student highly in-

volved with gay and lesbian rights on campus talked about his experiences regard-
ing negotiation at the start of college, “Oh, it definitely helped a lot to have [name
of another student] to talk to. I mean, I had a lot of things going on when I first got
here.” Gay and lesbian students who found fellowship early in college described

feeling that they were participating in shaping the campus environment and even
that the campus itself was supportive of gay students. Bradley later continued,
“. . .[St. Agatha] isn’t so bad as people say it is.” Subsequently, almost all integrated

interviewees perceived campus as positive and inviting in a way other interviewees
did not.

Another central feature of the integrated group was how these students used

religious doctrine and teachings to talk about their sexual identities. First, inte-
grated students did not focus much on Church teachings in their interviews.
When these students were explicitly probed to talk about how religious teachings
affected their sexual identity formation, they did not discuss traditional Catholic re-
ligious doctrine. Instead, they presented views that parallel Catholic theologians
who challenge the foundations of the scriptural and natural law basis of “official”
Catholic teaching while maintaining a strong identity commitment to

Catholicism. For instance, Mark said, “I know what it says, yeah. But I don’t focus
on that.” Thus integrated respondents often re-interpreted Church teaching in a
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way that downplayed the marginalizing aspect of the Catholic Church’s doctrine
regarding homosexuality. Rather than take the approach of theologians who criti-

cize the official teaching and proffer specific alternatives, many of the integrated
students took more of a lived-experience and identity-oriented approach in navi-
gating identity conflict, disregarding rather than seeking to replace official Church
teachings on sexuality.

Dillon (1999) explores the trend among American Catholics to be “Catholic
on their own terms”, or to selectively embrace Church doctrine. She found that
gay and lesbian American Catholics in larger society own the Catholic identity in

different ways from other Catholics. This identity is drawn from a self-conscious
wish to stay Catholic but to also live a type of Catholicism that affirms sexual iden-
tity in a communal setting with other gay and lesbian Catholics, despite percep-

tions of the contradictory nature of these two identities (Dillon 1999). We find
similar patterns among our respondents. For instance, Maria, our integrated re-
spondent most vocal about religion, relates the following:

Interviewer: Can you tell me a little bit about the Church’s teaching on homosexuality?

Maria: The Church says it’s wrong to engage in homosexual acts, but doesn’t explicitly say that
it’s wrong to for me to like other women.

Interviewer: Great. So now can you tell me a little bit more about how you think of the Church’s
teachings on homosexuality? Do those teachings bother you at all?

Maria: I think it’s not a major thing. Like. . . yeah I did sort of think that way at first when I was
growing up and when I came here. But I just don’t feel like it’s too big of a deal anymore really.
I feel like I could waste a lot of time and energy worrying about it, but that’s just not how I
view things.

Interviewer: What do you mean, not how you view things?

Maria: I guess I mean that there’s still a lot of great stuff about being Catholic; I like Church and
the friends I’ve made here through being a part of the [dorm name] mass every week. I just
think you miss a lot if you focus on that small piece.

Interviewer: So is that why you can be both a lesbian and Catholic?

Maria: Yeah, that definitely has a lot to do with it I guess.

Interviewer: And why do you think you feel like that and why you feel different than you used to?

Maria: It’s something I feel strongly about, but I guess maybe my friends helped too. Yeah; defi-
nitely. . . my friends had a lot to do with it [the change from a conservative Catholic identity to
an integrated Catholic identity]. We talked about it a lot.

Here Maria selectively embraces doctrine, choosing which aspects to place empha-
sis on, and in so doing she skillfully affirms both her sexual identity and religious
identity. She notes a change from an earlier perspective in which direct Catholic

teachings about homosexuality were more important to her, to a new perspective
that allows her to reinterpret Church teachings in a way that makes it possible to
embrace both her sexual and religious identities. Furthermore, Maria underscores

the important role that friends played for her as a resource and discussion forum
through which she was able to understand doctrine in a less marginalizing fashion.
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Although our data never indicated that integrated students were accepting of
St. Agatha’s neglect of LGBTQ issues on campus, these students seemed better

able to sidestep these issues when they had a community of similar peers. Bradley
perhaps best captures our observations when he talks directly about the conflicting
nature of the Church’s views on homosexuality and religion: “When you are here
with everyone . . . What I mean is that you could focus on the bad if you want, but

I feel like at least with the people I’m around or spend a lot of time with, we chose
to focus on the good parts.”

The Liberated Identity

The second observed identity negotiation type, the liberated identity, was
found among nine of 30 respondents. Broadly speaking, these students perceived

the sexual minority and religious identities as incompatible and had chosen to em-
brace their sexual minority identity and abandon their religious identity. They
were often resolute in their perceived liberation from religion. In fact, many inter-

viewees said their newfound sense of self was the reason they chose to participate
in the interview. Liberated students explained that they arrived at their rejection
of religion in favor of sexual identity by interpreting Church doctrine as unaccept-
ing of LGBTQ persons and thus something to be opposed. Rachael clearly illus-

trated this perspective when she deviated from the interview script at the
beginning of the interview to note, “I just wanted to say that I wanted talk with
you because it sounded like from what they told us your research has a lot to do

with my experiences. I’m happy about the choice I made [to abandon a religious
identity].” Not only was a sense of newfound and liberated self strongly enunciated
in these interviews, but many felt religion was inimical to their well-being.

Liberated respondents were not involved in outreach events on campus, and none
were in a romantic relationship with a same-sex partner. Five of the nine liberated
respondents were men and four women.

When asked about their experiences with Catholicism and their experiences

on campus, most liberated respondents discussed their perspectives as resulting
from some previous trauma, often with parents. Some students reported identity
strain as a result of something that happened outside of and before college, while

many reported these strains as having taken place since coming to college. In par-
ticular, family problems seemed to play a substantial role in students’ separation
from religion. Rachael, speaking of her religious upbringing, explained, “My par-

ents are so conservative, and it doesn’t make any sense. It’s just a bunch of bullshit.
We never got along because of it, and we still don’t really.”

The trauma these students faced seemed to create a boundary that separated

them from religion. At times the emotional pain associated with family problems
was even more pronounced. One interviewee reported actually being disowned by
his father when he came out to him at the end of his first semester of college. In
drawing on these difficulties with family, many liberated students perceived cam-

pus as unfriendly and unaccepting. Monica informed, “Well [St. Agatha] is
Catholic, and I’ve learned over the years that if it’s Catholic, then there’s no way
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it’s gonna be supportive [of being a lesbian].” Liberated students defined the uni-
versity as harmful, frequently distancing themselves from it.

As interviews continued, it became clear that liberated students did not have
a community in which they could discuss these issues in the way that integrated
students could. Put succinctly, liberated students often reported lacking a strong
sense of connectedness. As Louise noted, “I was really lonely when I came here. It

took me until junior year to find anyone I would really consider a friend.” This pat-
tern contrasts sharply with the community resources which integrated students
drew upon when working through family issues. As Mark, a previously mentioned

integrated respondent noted when talking about his struggles with his family in
coming out at the beginning of college, “My family was. . . is pretty tough about
this stuff, but I have lots of support here that helps me work on it.” In contrast,

many of our liberated identity respondents reported not finding community on
campus when they initially reached out for it.

Although they did not have support early in college, liberated students often
eventually found community, with seven of nine students reporting finding a group

of people with whom they could discuss issues related to identity negotiation later
in college. Louise said, “My friends now are really great. Some of them don’t come
from here, but some of them do. We all sort of have had a similar experience, at

least the ones from here.” As she notes, Louise eventually found a group like her-
self and with whom she feels comfortable discussing issues regarding religion and
sexual identity. Similarly, Ben stated in regard to finding community, “Okay, to

answer the first part, no not at first. It took some time; I felt really out of the whole
[St. Agatha] thing. But when I did find a good group, it was nice to have some peo-
ple that shared similar views, because a lot of people are still pretty into religion

here.”
The timing of finding community in these narratives was key to how these stu-

dents negotiated their identities. While integrated students had a group of peers
from the start, liberated students overwhelmingly reported spending time at the

beginning of college alone and without a support network. These students eventu-
ally found community later in their college careers, but there was tangible frustra-
tion in our interviews about the isolation and rejection that they faced in the

beginning of college. In the same vein, the causal ordering here is not certain. It
could also be that liberated students, who may have been subject to more trau-
matic experiences or conditional love by people of faith, felt alienated from their

religion. These students may thus have been unable to make friends with people
who maintained the faith that traumatized or rejected them in comparison to stu-
dents in the integrated identity. Furthermore, we do not wish to cast the anger ex-
pressed by liberated students in a negative light. In fact, anger is often a healthy or

even adaptive response to oppression (Spelman 1988; hooks 2000; Wasco and
Campbell 2002). When a person holds two central identities perceived to be com-
peting and contradictory, they find it hard to accept themselves and achieve a

sense of self-worth (Stryker and Burke 2000). Anger toward and rejection of
Catholic identity may thus have been the healthiest response to parents or peers
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who presented Catholicism in traumatizing ways. In fact, liberated students might
have ended up feeling shameful about their sexual identity if not for their anger, as

did the embattled students (discussed below).
Liberated students talked directly and holistically about Church doctrine in

their interviews, which, along with the timing of finding a group of peers, distin-
guished this group from the integrated students. In particular, liberated students

defined themselves in opposition to the Church’s teachings on homosexuality.
Kara, a liberated student, summarizes the typical liberated interview:

Interviewer: Alright, so now I’m going to ask you to tell me a little bit about the Church’s teaching
on homosexuality. Do you know what the Church teaches?

Kara: It says that I have to basically abstain from being in a relationship with another woman; I
can be a lesbian; I can’t have sex.

Interviewer: You seem quite angry about that. Do those teachings bother you at all?

Kara: It makes me really angry; I completely disagree, and I think it’s just so wrong to say that
you are allowed to be this way or whatever but you can’t actually act on it.

Interviewer: Can you say a little bit more about this? Is this maybe why you don’t identify as
Catholic anymore?

Kara: That definitely has a lot to do with it. I’m not going to pretend to get along with a religion or
group of people that tell me I can’t be in a relationship because of something I never chose.

As we see here, Kara is aware that, though the Church makes room for LGBTQ
people, it does not condone homosexual acts. She articulates the doctrine, and

then indicates that she is in opposition to this teaching, going as far as explaining
that she abandoned her religious identity, in part, because of the Church’s teach-
ings on homosexuality. Similarly, Ben notes, “It makes me really angry to say, sure
go ahead and be gay. But don’t have sex with another guy. That’s not fair, and

there’s, ya know, one reason why I stopped going to mass and stuff.” Unlike the in-
tegrated students, who found ways to reinterpret or simply sidestep official teach-
ings on homosexuality to make their Catholic identity compatible with their

sexual minority identity, liberated students were frank when talking about their
disdain for the Church’s teachings. These teachings sometimes became a foil
against which students defined their identity as anti-religious.

The Embattled Identity

The converse of the liberated identity is the embattled identity. This identity
was observed in respondents who chose to suppress and hide their sexual identity
while continuing to embrace their religious identity. Though we did not expect to

find interviewees with this type of response who were willing to participate in an
interview, five of 30 respondents expressed this identity. Embattled students were
reticent and only felt comfortable talking about their experiences after making
sure, several times, that confidence would be maintained.

After a few introductory questions, one interviewee, Bryce, exemplified this
reticence, “Are you totally sure no one is gonna be able to know it’s me saying this
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stuff? Because I’m not really out to anyone except one really close friend who gave
me your email.” In all five embattled interviews, respondents often looked away or

stared at the ground when discussing their sexual orientation. Hushed whispers
were used when interviewees felt the topic at hand was particularly taboo, and
there were several times where interviewees did not feel comfortable contributing
specific information, especially information about romantic feelings and desires.

No embattled students were in romantic relationships or involved in outreach
events on campus. Most of the respondents in this category were men; only one of
five was a woman.

We arrived at the label “embattled” because of the strong tension between
two conflicting identities vying for expression in these interviews. These students
employed a decidedly conservative interpretation of Church doctrine, and they

believed that to remain part of the Church they could not be openly gay or les-
bian. The families of embattled students tended to be more religiously conserva-
tive than families of other respondents. When asked about family Bryce said,
“My parents take being Catholic seriously,” and Andrew explained, “[Religion]

was very important to my parents, and it’s still important to me.” Throughout
the interviews, embattled students expressed concerns about what family and
friends would think of them if they discovered that they were gay. Antwon ex-

emplified a typical sentiment among these interviewees when he said, “My par-
ents would just be so disappointed. And it feels wrong. So I just don’t really talk
about it.”

Like liberated respondents, a common trend among these embattled students
was a separation from people like themselves and issues concerning homosexual-
ity on campus at the beginning of their college experience. Unlike liberated stu-

dents, however, embattled students never found a sense of connectedness with
like peers. Instead, embattled students often attempted to pass as straight and in
this way found friends. Thus they never had a group with whom they could dis-
cuss issues surrounding their sexual orientation on campus at any point in their

college careers. Antwon elucidated, “Yeah I have friends, but they don’t really
know the whole me.”Embattled respondents were the most informed regarding
the teachings of the Church on the inclusion of LGBTQ people. In general,

they were aware that the Catholic Church makes room for LGBTQ people so
long as they do not act on sexual urges. Yet, in talking about sexual identity,
they remained adamant that homosexuality is always wrong, as Andrew exempli-

fies below4:

4Because the embattled students were not necessarily out to friends and family, the inter-
viewer was particularly careful to not impose a sexual identity on the respondent. If, in an em-
battled interview excerpt, the interviewer explicitly names a sexual identity type for the
respondent, this is because the respondent self-identified a certain way at an earlier point in
the interview.
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Interviewer: I’d like to shift our focus now to talk about the Church’s teaching on homosexuality
and some of your feelings about those teachings. Do you know what the Church teaches about
homosexuality?

Andrew: I know exactly what it says— we are to be accepting of homosexual people, who have a
place in the Church, but sexual acts between people of the same sex are forbidden.

Interviewer: Yet, as a gay person, how do those teachings make you feel?

Andrew: What do you mean?

Interviewer: I just wonder if you have any particular feelings about the Church’s teachings on ho-
mosexuality at all, since you are gay.

Andrew: I feel that the Church’s teachings are correct; is that what you mean?

Interviewer: Yes, but could you say a little bit more about that? Also, do your feelings have any-
thing to do with how you express your sexual orientation?

Andrew: I’m not totally sure what you’re looking for. I know that being gay is wrong. So if you’re
asking ‘Why can’t I express it?’—Because it’s a sin.

Interviewer: You didn’t mention it was a sin before; you said that the Church makes room for ho-
mosexual people. Is that correct?

Andrew: It’s still a sin.

Interviewer: Alright, so is this maybe why you hide your sexual orientation from family and
friends?

Andrew: Yes, but also because I don’t need to tell other people right now, because I think that
God will help me get rid of this.

In this quote, Andrew extends the Church’s teachings on homosexuality. While
he clearly articulates the Church’s teachings, in the end he maintains that same-
sex attraction, apart from sexual relations, is wrong (even possibly asserting that
God shares this belief). Andrew, like several of the liberated respondents, inter-

prets the Church’s teachings with a highly traditional lens through which they
view their own sexual identity as sinful. This disparity between Church teachings
and individual perceptions impacts how embattled respondents express their sex-

ual identity—as we see in Andrew’s interview, interpreting same-sex attraction as
wrong plays a role in hiding his sexual orientation from friends and family. The
reason for this disparity is intriguing but also difficult to pinpoint. From an observa-

tional standpoint however, embattled interviewees did seem to exhibit a constant
shame regarding their sexual orientation. This shame may subsequently have been
internalized to the point that homosexuality, even apart from same-sex intimate
relations, became “wrong” for them regardless of what the Church officially

teaches.

The Disillusioned Identity

The final identity type, the disillusioned identity, was observed in six of 30 re-
spondents. These students had negative experiences in trying to navigate their reli-

gious and sexual identities, and rather than abandon one to embrace the other,
they had come to a place of disillusionment. No students classified under the
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disillusioned identity reported being involved in outreach activities on campus. Of
the six interviewees who displayed the disillusioned identity type, three were

women and three men. None of the disillusioned respondents reported being in a
romantic relationship.

Disillusioned respondents shared the common trait of concerted efforts to
elicit acceptance of their sexual orientation from their families, especially their

parents, since coming to college. Amber related trying to get her family to under-
stand her sexual orientation as she explained, “I tried to get my family to under-
stand me, but they never accepted what I was saying. So it’s kind of what it is

now.” These students were exhausted by the struggle of attempting to negotiate
both their religious and sexual identities. This exhaustion seemed to create a sense
of hopelessness toward ever integrating both identities. Amber later continued, “I

don’t really care anymore.” George demonstrated similar experiences, “My parents
said it was a phase that I’d grow out of, and that was almost two years ago [laughs].
That’s what they still think.” For the disillusioned students, attempts to resolve
strain with parents were at the forefront of how they discussed their identities.

Many of these students listlessly explained their difficulties with religion. Yet,
after struggling with their identities for so long, and devoid of a support network5

in which they could discuss and seek to verify their competing identities, disillu-

sioned respondents often withdrew into silence about each identity in their daily
lives. During a particularly emotional point in her interview Jeri noted, “When no
one is there to stick up for you and talk to you, you just sorta give up. This isn’t a

very accepting place in my opinion, and so it’s hard to find people like yourself if
you’re gay.” In their separation from other gay and lesbian students and their view
of St. Agatha as unaccepting of their sexual orientation, disillusioned interviewees

sometimes resembled liberated respondents. Each of our disillusioned respondents
displayed a sense of disappointment with finding friends on campus, but Jeri’s
quote directly above about a lack of support and communication, brings us back to
the recurrent theme of connectedness and verification of self-worth. Disillusioned

students had no sense of community in regards to either their religious or sexual
identities, and as such were the least engaged group we observed. As George noted
when asked about friends, “I’m pretty alone for the most part I’d say, and I guess

that’s why I don’t really interact much with everyone else. I used to try more.”
An interview with a disillusioned respondent, Anthony, best summarized the

weariness of the disillusioned standpoint; he explained, “I’m tired of it; whatever.

It’s just not really worth the effort anymore, and I’ll be graduating soon anyway.”
While integrated and liberated students eventually found groups of like peers, and
embattled students seemed to have at least a network of unlike peers, disillusioned
students rarely reported having a strong support network—they remained perhaps

5While it could be that the disillusioned respondents were less outgoing than other re-
spondents and that this quality may have affected their ability to engage with peers more gen-
erally, we did not note any evidence that might suggest this (although these broader social
network questions were not asked directly of respondents).
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the most isolated of all of our groups. Communities act as forums for exchange of
ideas, but they also serve as spaces in which members of the community receive af-

firmation that they are moving in a positive direction and find verification of their
identities. Without this positive affirmation, students in the disillusioned identity
category felt frustrated and rejected, and they seemed to have given up on thinking
through their identity negotiation processes. As Anthony later explained, “Like I

said before, I used to be pretty passionate about this [finding a place for both his re-
ligious and sexual identity]. But it isn’t really worth the effort.”

Just as disillusioned respondents displayed little interest in discussing the spe-

cifics of their sexual identities, they also seemed largely disinterested in discussing
Church teaching or in thinking about doctrinal interpretation at all, as illustrated
by George:

Interviewer: So do you know what the Church teaches about homosexuality?

George: Yeah; it says that I’m fine as long as I don’t act on it.

Interviewer: Do you have any particular feelings about those teachings?

George: Well, I think it’s wrong, but that doesn’t matter really.

Interviewer: What exactly do you mean by ‘it doesn’t matter?’

George: It’s exactly what I’ve been saying, right? It doesn’t matter, because it doesn’t matter for
anyone. No one is going to change around here suddenly just because I express my opinions.

Interviewer: So, if you can’t express your opinions, what do you do?

George: Nothing, but I’ll be out of here and I’ll get to be somewhere after this that listens to me
more, hopefully.

For George, like many disillusioned respondents, there is no evidence of using
Church doctrine to help shape his identity negotiation strategy. This response is

very different from what we observed in the other three respondent types, all of
whom used their interpretations of Church teachings in different ways as support
for the negotiation strategy they employed. Disillusioned students, whether or not
they took a stance on their feelings about Church doctrine, seemed to perceive

their opinions as insignificant and much like their identities themselves, seemed to
withdraw into avoidance about further interpreting Church teachings.

DISCUSSION

Are Catholicism and homosexuality incompatible? It depends on who you

ask. In our examination of identity negotiation, we identified four categories that
differ on whether students embrace or reject religious identities and sexual minor-
ity identities: (1) integrated (embrace both identities), (2) liberated (embrace sexual
identity, reject religious identity), (3) embattled (embrace religious identity, reject

sexual identity), and (4) disillusioned (uncertain about both identities). We demon-
strated that support from peers and (re)interpretations of official Church doctrine
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are key factors in the development, negotiation, and sometimes integration of sex-
ual and religious identities.

Identity theory tells us that people will experience stress and difficulties devel-
oping a positive sense of self when holding two conflicting identities that are both
central to their sense of self (Stryker and Burke 2000). In order to avoid such con-
flict, people either need to find a way to see the identities as compatible or elevate

one identity over the other. We found a reflective variety of identity strategies em-
ployed by students at St. Agatha. Those with integrated identities had supportive
communities of peers that facilitated integration of religious and sexual minority

identities through reinterpretation of Church doctrine. Those with liberated iden-
tities did not have support systems early on, frequently faced negative experiences
in relation to religion, and maintained a traditional interpretation of official

Church teachings against which they defined their sometimes anti-religious sexual
minority identities. Like those with liberated identities, embattled students lacked
support groups early on and maintained traditional interpretations, but they re-
jected their sexual minority identity and maintained their religious identity.

Finally, disillusioned respondents were the most isolated and had reached a point
of exasperation which prompted apathy toward identity negotiation.

In general, students at secular universities often move away from religious

identities and decline in religiosity as they explore other components of their un-
derstanding of self (Roof and McKinney 1987; Lee 2002; Nelson 2009). Although
we did find a group of liberated students who had rejected religious identities, the

experiences captured in the other three identity categories—integrated, embattled,
and disillusioned—speaks to the unique and challenging dynamics at play for stu-
dents who are struggling to negotiate sexual orientation and religious identity.

Integrated students were able to integrate both a religious and sexual identity, rein-
terpreting Church doctrine in a way that made it work for them in their identity
development as gay religious Catholics. Liberated students, who abandoned their
former religious identities, rejected the teachings of the Church and used these

teachings to reaffirm religion as antithetical to homosexuality. Conversely, embat-
tled students maintained similarly traditional interpretations of Church doctrine
to reject a sexual minority identity and describe it as sinful. Interestingly, many of

these respondents, despite being acutely aware of Church doctrine, had adopted
doctrinal interpretations that did not accurately reflect, and thus sometimes went
beyond official Church doctrine against homosexuality. Disillusioned students,

who remained uncertain of multiple aspects of their self, similarly had less clear
views toward the Church’s teaching on homosexuality.

Respondents’ identity negotiation and engagement with religious doctrine
seemed to be influenced by whether and when students became part of supportive

peer groups. Looking more closely at what our four identified categories can tell us
about the intersection of religious and sexual identity for young people at religious
universities, we found that exposure to supportive social groups on campus, as well

as the timing of this exposure, were connected to how students negotiate these
two identities. We found that integrated students, the group who had the most
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success integrating both sexual and religious identities, not only found a strong
support system among like peers on campus, but also found this group early in their

college careers. The other identity categories displayed varying levels of involve-
ment with like peers and campus in general, which seemed to be influenced by the
amount of time that elapsed between the beginning of college and when (or if)
these students found supportive peer groups. Of course, experiences with trauma

may have played a role in respondents’ ability to engage in peer groups.
The positive experiences of the integrated category stand out in contrast to

the stress faced by the other identity categories. What made it so much easier for

these students to accept themselves, make friends, and integrate what others per-
ceived to be conflicting identities? Some of them experienced more acceptance be-
fore college from people who interpreted religious and sexual minority identities as

compatible. Though their families and friends prior to college were not all accept-
ing, each tended to find a support system who facilitated and reinforced reinterpre-
tations of official doctrine. They were thus able to overcome the aspects of their
religion others perceived as counter to gay identities in a safer space, amongst peers

experiencing similar realizations and convictions. As Bradley aptly stated, “When
you are here with everyone. . . you could focus on the bad if you want, but. . . we
chose to focus on the good parts.” Both Dillon (1999) and Loseke and Cavendish

(2001) find that many LGBTQ Catholics have found ways to integrate their reli-
gious and sexual identities by simply recognizing that, although the Church may
make proclamations about what is or is not “objectively wrong,” individuals must

ultimately listen to their own conscience. In these interviews, we found no evi-
dence of this more nuanced, theological understanding of the importance of priori-
tizing obedience to one’s own conscience over adherence to a particular Church

teaching. Rather, integrated students spoke more about relying on their peers,
rather than individual conscience, to reach their unique interpretation of Church
doctrine.

From the insider perspective of the interviewer in this study, St. Agatha is

unique in that peer networks between students often form very quickly in the first
few weeks of college. These friendships tend to be particularly long-lasting net-
works because many students make friends in a dorm that they are randomly as-

signed to and that they then live in throughout their college experience. For gay
students, who often struggled more to find friendships in a highly-
heteronormative, gender-stratified dorm system, being able to seek out like peers

through unofficial avenues and (at the time) unofficial social groups was critical to
emulate the friendship networks straight students experienced. Without this more
gregarious approach to seeking friends, it was difficult to “catch up” at St. Agatha
in terms of making friends. Drawing from personal experience, our sense is that

missing out on these crucial moments early in college would have resulted in feel-
ings of loneliness and disconnectedness at a university where the support of
LGBTQ students is far from obvious to the isolated student looking for support

(e.g., gay pride flags are not openly displayed and queer culture is not otherwise
present like one might expect at more secular institutions).
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Our study had several limitations. First, the interviews were conducted at one
point in time during an ongoing identity negotiation process, and students could

have moved between categories over time. We hope that future research will ad-
dress the college experience within a life course perspective. As is the case in
nearly all qualitative analyses of this type, the heterogeneity we find in our sample
cannot be fully described by four categories alone. By focusing on and classifying

students based on only two dimensions of their broader identities, we did not en-
gage the full identity negotiation experience. And although we allowed the cate-
gories to arise from what we observed in our interviews, our own standpoints

doubtlessly influenced our interpretation of them. And although these categories
broadly encompassed the experiences of each of the respondents, not every student
fit perfectly into one of these categories. Finally, because this study examined one

specific Catholic university, it cannot fully generalize to the experiences of stu-
dents in all universities, all religiously-affiliated universities, or even all Catholic
universities. Nevertheless, we suspect that the patterns we found would resonate
with the experiences of students at other highly religious universities, including

many conservative Protestant universities that may be even less accepting of sex-
ual diversity than St. Agatha. We suggest that our study might be thought of as an
ideal type case study, and that our identity types and related implications may still

be applied or looked for in other religious universities, other religious spaces, and
even some secular universities.6 More broadly, we believe that our study has impli-
cations for identity negotiation beyond identities involving religion and sexuality.

In particular, in the presence of institutional and dogmatic constraint, it may be
less likely that individuals who are experiencing conflicting identities will choose
one or the other, as traditional identity theory might suggest. Instead of a more sa-

lient identity overshadowing the less important identity, it may be the case that in-
dividuals will work within the institutional constraints to keep both identities or
will be further forced out by the constraints, engaging less with either. While we
are of course not certain about the generalizability of these findings, our integrated

and disillusioned types may suggest this as a broader theoretical contribution that
future research should explore.

Although our findings have theoretical implications that can be applied to the

study of religion, sexuality, institutions of higher learning, and social psychology
more generally, we conclude with real-world implications because we see improv-
ing people’s lives as the most important goal of social scientific research. Our find-

ings speak most specifically to religious institutions that may find themselves in a
position to better support the wellbeing of students of all sexual orientations.
Previous research has shown that early experiences and the connections made in

6Illustrating the ongoing tension between religious and sexual identities on religious cam-
puses and in religious spaces on secular campuses, InterVarsity—which is one of the largest re-
ligious organizations on college campuses with over 600 campus chapters—announced in late
2016 that all staff members who support gay marriage or otherwise disagree with their newly
specified positions on sexuality will be fired (Dias 2016).
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college are of utmost importance to learning and even career outcomes
(Armstrong and Hamilton 2013; Chambliss and Takacs 2014). Beyond simply

making support systems for LGBTQ students available, institutions may want to
consider publicizing these resources and doing so early on because, as our study
shows, students who do not find support networks quickly lose confidence and in-
terest in reaching out for help. In the same way that social events dedicated to stu-

dents with common interests in particular hobbies or academic fields are held on
campus, so too could social events be held for LGBTQ students—who are likely
struggling with religious and sexual identities—to talk about these processes.

Because some students may come into a religious university with a notion that
it is not a welcoming environment for LGBTQ individuals, religious campuses
may want to consider encouraging both students and faculty to go out of their way

to treat gay and lesbian students with the same dignity and respect that they would
anyone else. Religious universities, even those officially against same-sex relation-
ships, should be aware that they are catering to a student body for whom identity
negotiation is particularly complex and challenging for sexual minorities, who are

already at an elevated risk for depression and suicide. These universities should be
aware that LGBTQ students will likely bring unique struggles at the intersection of
religion and sexual identity to campus and should seek to find ways to support their

wellbeing.
This study sheds light on how LGBTQ students grapple with religious and sex-

ual identity as they begin to come of age in a religious environment. As U.S. soci-

ety becomes more accepting of LGBTQ persons in general, it is increasingly
important to understand how and why places that remain less accepting persist
(Dias 2016; Perry and Schnabel 2017). Although social connections are important

for everyone in the formation of identity, connection with similar others is particu-
larly important for sexual minorities in potentially unaffirming contexts. Although
unaffirming contexts will decrease in number, we believe that, similar to the con-
tinuation of racism in many contexts despite societal change, sexual minorities

will continue to face unique challenges in some religious institutional settings.
Therefore, we encourage scholars to continue to research these settings even as
broader societal views toward same-sex relationships continue to shift. We reflect

on the journeys of our respondents and note how difficult this process is by ending
with an exemplary quote from Kelsey— “I’m gay and I’m Catholic. It’s been a bat-
tle for me to be able to say that, especially here [at St. Agatha]. Let me tell you, it’s

been a real battle.”
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